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Foreword

This is the third of a series of PPNN Issue Reviews.  The
purpose of these Reviews is to provide background material
on topics related to nuclear non-proliferation and to examine
associated policy options.

Contents of the Reviews are the sole responsibility of the
authors. Unless expressly stated, the inclusion of material in
the Reviews does not imply the agreement of other members
of the PPNN staff; the members of the PPNN Core Group
collectively or individually; those attending PPNN meetings,
seminars or conferences; or those providing funds for PPNN.

Introduction

As the 1995 NPT Extension and Review Conference
approaches, the nuclear non-proliferation regime faces a
series of critical challenges.  A successful outcome in 1995
will require not only careful preparation but also substantial
evidence of non-proliferation progress in key regions.  One
such region is Latin America.

The Latin American region has long benefited from the
existence of the 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco, which established
the framework for a nuclear-weapon-free zone (NWFZ) in
the area.  However, the Treaty was never fully implemented
because Argentina and Brazil resisted being incorporated
into its remit.  They also declined to become party to the other
major international non-proliferation arrangements such as
the NPT.  This situation changed after 1988, as outlined in
two previous PPNN Studies.  Since 1990 Argentina and
Brazil have embarked on a new avenue for nuclear
cooperation involving innovative bilateral verification and
inspection arrangements and an agreement with the IAEA for
implementing full-scope safeguards in their respective
territories, as described in this Issue Review.

The Bilateral Agreement

In July 1991 Argentina and Brazil signed a Bilateral
Agreement, subsequently ratified by both nations, to
establish a Joint System for Accounting and Control of
Nuclear Materials, administered by a Brazilian-Argentine
Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials
(ABACC).  ABACC is composed of a Commission of two
members each from Argentina and Brazil and a Secretariat
located in Rio de Janeiro.  The position of Secretary
alternates annually between an Argentine and a Brazilian.  In
1992, the Secretary was Jorge Coll of Argentina, and in 1993,
it was Carlos Feu Alvin of Brazil.  The Secretary oversees an
administrative staff of approximately sixteen, including eight
professionals, and about fifty inspectors.  Staff are seconded

to ABACC from the respective Nuclear Energy
Commissions, with numbers divided equally between the
two countries.

ABACC was inaugurated in July 1992, when the Rio office
was also opened.  By late 1992, ABACC had reportedly
received initial inventories of all nuclear material and design
information for all nuclear facilities in the two nations.  This
was verified by on-site inspections, in particular at the
Argentine gas diffusion and Brazilian gas centrifuge
enrichment facilities.  These inspections were due to be
completed by the end of 1993 and, according to Argentine
sources, this was accomplished.  However, by mid-
September 1993, ABACC had reportedly undertaken
inspections in slightly less than half the total of sixty nuclear
facilities in both countries.

The Quadripartite Agreement

A Quadripartite Agreement between Argentina, Brazil,
ABACC and the IAEA provides for full-scope safeguards to
be applied by the IAEA  in cooperation with ABACC, so that
all nuclear material and facilities in both countries will be
under bilateral and international safeguards.  The Agreement
is modelled on the EURATOM-IAEA safeguards agreement,
which provides for safeguards similar to those incorporated
in INFCIRC/153, the IAEA’s model agreement for NPT
parties, in situations where EURATOM applies  its
safeguards in its member states. Under the Quadripartite
Agreement, ABACC is to be the principal safeguard
authority, collecting data and undertaking inspections. IAEA
inspectors may perform inspections at strategic points, and
work in tandem with ABACC to inspect sensitive facilities.
Special inspections may be undertaken by the IAEA to verify
reports produced by ABACC at the request of either
government regarding possible anomalies in material
accountancy, or if the Agency has reason to question the
adequacy of the information it has received.

The Argentine Congress approved the Agreement in 1992,
but implementation awaits ratification by the Brazilian
Congress.  The Argentine ratification process proved
remarkably quick and easy, owing, in part, to strong political
support from the Menem government.  The Agreement was
submitted to Congress in February, 1992, passed by the
Lower House in July, and unanimously approved by the
Upper House in August.  The Agreement received support
from the opposition Radical Party, as well as from Menem’s
Peronist supporters.

Action by the Brazilian Congress has been delayed due to the
political disruption and leadership vacuum that followed the
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